Get Involved With the Alliance
Join Colorectal Cancer Alliance’s nation of allies today. As the nation’s largest nonprofit dedicated to
ending colorectal cancer, we have a place for you.

For patients, survivors, and
caregivers
PATIENT AND FAMILY SUPPORT PROGRAM
Access online chats, the Buddy Program, our
clinical trial finder, resource guides, and more.
Live patient and family support navigators are
available on our free Helpline at (877) 422-2030.

ONLINE COMMUNITIES
Ally to Ally offers meaningful connections and
moderated message boards on specific topics.
The private Facebook group Blue Hope Nation
brings thousands of allies together.

FUNDRAISING
Join our nation of allies as a do-it-yourself
fundraiser. We’ll work with you to turn your
passion or hobby into a fundraiser to help end
colorectal cancer in our lifetime.

CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP
By aligning with our vision of a world free
of colorectal cancer, companies can reach
consumers in a meaningful way and demonstrate
their commitment to philanthropy.
Learn more at ccalliance.org/get-involved

For everyone

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

WALK TO END COLON CANCER

Once a year, the Alliance hosts AllyCon, a
multi-faceted national conference for patients,
survivors, caregivers, and family members.

At the Walk to End Colon Cancer, we #WalkLoud
and rally against a pervasive stigma that puts lives
at risk. Join us at ccalliance.org/walk.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

The Blue Hope Treatment Awards Program
provides eligible patients with a one-time $200
check to help with daily expenses.

Share your time or expertise in service of the
colorectal cancer community. Get started at
ccalliance.org/volunteer.

Learn more at
ccalliance.org/patient-family-support

DRESS IN BLUE DAY

For donors and fundraisers

The first Friday in March is Dress in Blue Day.
Increase awareness of colorectal cancer and
support all who are affected by wearing blue.

BLUE HOPE BASH

SCREENING QUIZ

The Blue Hope Bash is the Alliance’s premier
fundraising event in Washington, D.C.
Volunteer-led Bashes occur across the country,
aligning a nation of passionate allies.

Learn about which colorectal cancer screening
options are best for you based on your personal
risk factors. Visit quiz.getscreened.org.

PLANNED GIVING
When you support the Alliance with a gift through
your estate or financial plans, you will be making
a transformational difference for years to come.
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The Colorectal Cancer Alliance is a national organization committed to ending colorectal cancer within our lifetime. We are your allies
— a national network of passionate survivors, caregivers and advocates dedicated to helping you and your family navigate all aspects
of the disease, from diagnosis and treatment to a lifetime of progression-free survival. We are a community of people eager to share
experiences, address your concerns, and answer your questions. We understand the different stages of the colon cancer journey
because we’ve been there. We are here for you when you need us because we believe tomorrow can’t wait.

